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Sermon for Pentecost 4C 2019 
Peace of Heart 

 
Whatever house you enter, first say, “Peace to this house!” 
There is so much we could unpack in today’s gospel lesson, 
but I found myself drawn to and kind of getting stuck 
on this one instruction Jesus gave to those  
he was sending out into the world. 
First say, “Peace to this house!” 
 
There are so many events in the past days, weeks, months and 
years that have left us heartbroken and weeping. 
Some are global, some are national, and some are personal. 
Whether personal, national or global, they are no less important, 
no less painful, and no less tragic. 
If such events have left us heartbroken and weeping, 
what must God be seeing and feeling— 
God, the Creator who entrusts us with his creation, 
with one another’s lives and with his own life. 
We so often forget that our Creator stands right alongside us 
weeping and brokenhearted. 
 
What do you make of the public tragedies  
we experience on such a regular basis? 
I no longer see these tragedies as problems to be fixed or 
behaviors to be corrected. 
Quite frankly, that approach hasn’t gotten us very far. 
I recall an episode of TV show Law and Order called 
“Gunshow”— 
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After he was forced to settle with a man who committed a mass 
murder in Central Park, the prosecutor decides to go after the 
gun manufacturer because they were deliberately producing 
and even promoting a gun that could easily be modified 
into a fully-automatic weapon—with instructions that can be 
found at any gunshow. 
When the jury delivers a guilty verdict, 
the judge sets the verdict aside because—by law— 
he felt that the burden of proof necessary for the verdict was not 
met. 
As you might imagine, Jack—the prosecutor—objects 
and argues with the judge. 
In response, the judge tells the prosecutor— 
You want to end the bloodletting and violence . . . 
but until we cure what ails the human heart, 
the violence will not stop . . . 
As the judge pointed out to the prosecutor— 
It’s not about being right, it’s about doing right. 
Until we are willing to deal with the deeper issue, 
things aren’t likely to change. 
The deeper issue is “what ails the human heart.” 
 
Whether by a terrorist attack, 
through prejudice and discrimination against a minority group, 
in our political campaigns, 
or in our personal relationships, 
violence and mistreatment,  
even indifference to the suffering of others 
all these come first from an inner violence 
that poisons and fragments the human heart. 
We need a change of heart. 
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So I can’t help but ask, where is the peace of God today? 
It’s a question many I think are asking. 
I suspect, God might be asking this question also. 
 
While we wrestle with this question, 
we need to guard against projecting our failings 
and human imperfections onto God, 
waiting for and expecting God to fill the void and fix the 
problems like magic. 
These failings and imperfections are ours. 
The blood of victims, the tears of those who suffer, 
and the pain of the world crying and begging for a different 
answer—these arise from the corrupted things we have sown— 
as Paul pointed out in his letter to the Galatians. 
It’s time we not give the same old answers 
and the same old excuses. 
We need to meet the world leaving the same old beliefs behind. 
 
What if we numbered ourselves among the seventy sent to every 
town and place where Christ himself goes? 
What if we entered every house, first saying, 
“Peace to this house!” 
What if we became people with hearts of peace, 
not of anger, fear or hatred, or even righteous indignation? 
Isn’t that what you want for yourself? 
For those you love . . . your family, your friends? 
For the world? 
That’s what I want. 
I think we all do. 
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But first we need to struggle with what peace means, 
what it looks like, 
and how we make it and try to keep it. 
If the tragic events of our world offer us anything, 
it’s the opportunity to rethink what peace means 
and a challenge to reorient our hearts. 
 
So, let me ask you this: 
What does peace mean to you? 
What comes to mind when you think of peace? 
What does it look like? 
What shape does it take? 
What does it feel like? 
 
Now let me ask you this? 
Are you willing to let go of that understanding of peace? 
Are you willing to change your understanding and consider 
something else? 
Are you willing to pay the price for peace? 
I am not asking about your willingness to risk the lives of 
military men and women or increase the military’s budget. 
I am asking about our willingness, yours and mine, 
to change our understanding and practice of peace. 
 
Here’s why I asked that second set of questions. 
I think most of us have an understanding of peace 
that is too small and narrow. 
We limit peace to a particular set of behaviors 
and usually they are the behaviors  
we expect or want from the other person. 
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We generally think of peace as an ideal to be attained 
and more often than not we define it as the absence or 
elimination of conflict. 
We’ve convinced ourselves that peace will come when this 
person or that group changes or stops doing something. 
Ultimately, we condition peace  
on our ability to change or control another. 
We let them determine whether our hearts are at peace or at war. 
That just doesn’t work. 
 
The reality is that we don’t have the power to change another. 
More often than not, when we seek to have power over or 
control another, the result is not peace but more violence. 
There is a reason so many of us feel powerless in the midst of 
our world’s tragedies. 
Ultimately, we cannot control or change others. 
The only person over whom we have some power and ability to 
change is ourselves. 
You and I are each responsible for choosing whether we live 
with a heart at peace or a heart at war. 
 
Jesus did not send the seventy out to change the towns and 
places they would go. 
He sent them to simply offer his peace. 
How often does Jesus instruct us to go and change other people? 
He doesn’t. 
That may be our way, but isn’t his way. 
Jesus does, however, spend a lot of time teaching us to change 
ourselves and our way of being toward one another. 
That’s the change of heart that is at the core of peace. 
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The struggle for peace begins not between me and another, 
but within myself. 
So, what might a heart of peace look like? 
 
What if a heart of peace is  
about loving our neighbor as ourselves? 
It would mean that the other person, regardless of who they are, 
counts and matters as much as we do. 
A heart at peace refuses to lump masses of unknown people into 
lifeless categories such as Republic, Democrat, 
conservative, liberal, gay or straight, Muslim or NRA member. 
Because when we do lump people into lifeless categories, 
they become objects to be dealt with or enemies to be defeated. 
A heart at peace encounters everyone as a person. 
It looks another in the face and recognizes something of oneself. 
What do you see when you look in the face of another? 
 
What if a heart at peace is 
about loving our enemies, doing good to those who hate us, 
turning the other cheek, giving our shirt to the one who has 
taken our coat, and doing to others as we have them do to us? 
If that’s about peace, I have to wonder whether I really want 
peace and whether I am willing to pay the price. 
Some days my answer is yes, 
but other days not so much. 
What about you? 
 
What if a heart at peace means 
being merciful and not judging, 
refusing to throw the first stone  
(or throw any stone for that matter). 
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What if it means taking care of the log in my own eye rather 
than the speck in the eye of another? 
What if a heart at peace means learning to forgive not just seven 
times but seventy times seventy times seventy . . .? 
 
What if a heart at peace means 
feeding the hungry, 
giving drink to the thirsty, 
clothing the naked, 
and visiting the sick and imprisoned? 
Before we can ever do any of that we need first  
to regard the life, the needs, the dignity and humanity  
of the other person as important as our own. 
 
What if a heart at peace means 
choosing not to become and act like a wolf 
when we stand in the midst of wolves. 
It means we must refuse to betray who God has created us to be 
and refuse to demonize others. 
 
All these “what ifs” about peace are  
not so much prescribing behaviors  
as they are describing ways of being. 
Peace does not begin with our behaviors toward each other, 
but with our way of being toward each other, 
our seeing each other as human beings 
created in the image and likeness of God. 
 
All this is a matter of the heart— 
your heart and my heart. 
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If our hearts are at war,  
it makes no difference how polite or nice we are to each other. 
Violence is present. 
Offering the peace of Christ is more than a friendly handshake, 
a warm hug, or a “How are you? It’s good to see you.” 
Offering the peace of Christ is knowing and acknowledging the 
value of the other person’s humanity as a fellow child of God, 
regardless of whether they are family, friend, stranger or enemy. 
 
When Jesus sent out the seventy he did not condition their offers 
of peace on who those who received them might be— 
The offer of peace was based on their worthiness  
or what their response might be. 
Neither can we condition our offers of peace. 
Some will receive the peace and others will not. 
Either way, “the kingdom of God has come near” 
if our hearts are at peace. 
 
The peace of Christ is not defined by the absence of conflict 
and it is not an ideal to be attained. 
It is a way of living every moment of every day of our lives. 
It means we practice peace with our friends and family. 
It means practicing peace with our enemies. 
It means practicing peace with the stranger, 
with those who are different from us, 
and with those who scare us. 
 
Let’s not forget that when Jesus sent the seventy out, 
they went without a purse, bag, or sandals. 
Now we shouldn’t literalize that. 
It’s a metaphor for the baggage we carry— 
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The baggage that continues to trip us up 
and deny us a heart at peace. 
 
It is the baggage of our past experiences, 
fears and wounds, grudges and resentments, 
pre-judgments and assumptions about others, 
old solutions and old beliefs, 
our need to be right or better than the other, 
and even at times our desire to play the victim. 
 
So, one more question. 
What baggage might you need to leave behind 
to go into the world fully equipped with a heart at peace? 
 
Whatever house you enter, first say, 
“Peace to this house!” 
 
Open the doors of your heart and  
let the peace of Christ dwell richly in you. 
This is the peace of the heart the world needs. 
 
 
 
 
 


